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1.

Introduction
The ability to measure quantities of gas and liquids
accurately is very important to the industry.

In the

case of process measurements, accuracy is the basis for
good production optimisation.
Its perhaps not
obvious that absolute accuracy is necessary in custody
transfer measurements, since the errors would tend to
average out during the long run. The problem is however that nobody argues when he gets more than he is
paying for, so there will be a systematic error in
favo~r

of the bayer.

In the case ·of hydrocarbons the interesting property
is normally weight (mass) or energycontent.
This lecture is restricted to mass determination by static
or dynamic methods. Of course the time is too short to
cover all available methods.
Emphasis is put on the
because
necessity to determine the density accurately
one can see many mass determination systems where
tremendous effort is put into deteurmining the volume, where
as the density measurement is not very accurate.
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2. Density
As already stated in the introduction, determination of any
measurable quantity is a combination of measuring it with
a suitable measuring equipment and the calibration of
this measuring equipment itself. The calibration is a
comparison with higher accuracy equipment preferably
traceable to international standard units i.e. meter, kg
a.s.o.
In the case.of density there is no

standard unit. Density

is defined as mass per unit volume and the only way to
determine true density is by measuring mass and volume of
a sample of the gas or liquid in question .
Since we are interested in the density only as a means of
determining the mass, there is an absolute need for measuring
the density at the same conditions as the volume.
In practice this is not always possible and one has to
compromise by measuring at other than normal operating
conditions and establish the density by calculation.
2.1 Areometer
The use of an areometer is shown i

fig. 1. The method

is suitable for liquids under atmospheric conditions.
The principle is that the mass of the displaced liquid is the
same as the total mass of the areometer. The areometer mass
is known and the scale is really an inverse volume scale.
The volume of the areometer has to be temperature compensated.
2. 2 Displacement density meter
Fig. 2 -shows a density meter working with a fully immersed
body. The buoyancy (weight of displaced fluid) of this
body is measured by an automatic measuring system. This
meter can be used on line both for liquids and gases.
Its mainly used on atmospheric gas. On high pressure gas

.•
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application the mass of the immersed body tend to be to
large compared with the buoyancy.
2.3 Gravimetric
Fig. · 3 shows a density meter where a

l~ngth

of pipe is

weighed. The fluid, liquid or high pressure gas, flows
through the pipe at normal operating conditions. After
temperature

and pressure compensation the pipe volume is

known and the density can be calculated at operating
conditions.

2.4 Vibrating tube/cylinder
Fig. 4 shows an example of the most widely used principle
for on line measurement of high pressure gas density. The
measuring element consits of a cylinder vibrating at

~ts

resonant frequency in vacuum. If the cylinder is surrounded

by gas, the gas will also v ibrate and the total vibrating
mass is changed. This cause the vibration frequency to
change and the frequency can therefore be used as a measure
of gas density.
Exact ly the same principle applies to the vibrating tube
used for liquids, shown in fig.

5.

2 .5 Calibration
All

the densitometers mentioned above have to be calibrated

against gases or liquids of know densities. Most of the
densitometers are also influenced by oth er properties than
the density alone, often in a way that is not very well
predictable. This means that the densitometers should be
calibrated under the same conditions as normal operating
conditons.
In the case of hydrocarbons this is often almost impossible.
Hydro carbons consits of a nearly infinite number o f

..
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components in different combinations, which is practically
impos·sible to simulate in a calibration laboratory.
The

norm~l

procedure is to calibrate with some well

known "standard" gas like nitrogen or pure methane.
The PTZ _ relations for nitrogen and pure methane are well
established so it is easy to calibrate a densitomete~
against one of these gases at different pressures and
temperatures. The temperature can be held at the normal
operating temperature and the pressure effect on the
densitometer is normally small.
With ·other hydrocarbons however,the only way of accurately
determining the density is to go back to the basis of
mass and volume. Of course,it is impractical to do this
for all combinations of hydrocarbon mixtures. The practical
solution is to make a set of experiments a nd interpolate
mathematically for other compositions.
So far the world database for these relations is not extensive
enough to give very accurate prediction of the density
of a given mixture. Different organisation are using
equations giving different result by as much as 1 or 2%
for a given composition.
For a given installation where the accuracy is important,
for inst. in the North Sea it would be worth while calibrating
the densitometers with the
laboratory using the basic
high pressure gas this can
few tenths of a percent by
gas. Fig. 6.

actual process gas in the
method of mass and volume. For
be done with an accuracy of a
weighing a "bomb " filled with

Up till now the normal procedure

ha~

been to use eit he r the

· nitrogen calibration curve directly, the methane curve
directly or a calibration curve based on calculated
compensation for gas properti es . The use of one or the
other method is really based on belief or disbelief in the
validity of the compensation.
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In this type of compensation the characterizing property
of the gas is taken to be speed of sound in the gas at
operating c6nditions. The reason is.that.?han~ing the
speed of sound changes the coupling between the
·cylinder ..and the gas.
Fig. 7 shows a typical curve for this type of compensation.
The shape of the curve is totally dependent on the design
of the densitometer. That means that every new design has
to go through an extensive calibration program to
establish the curve.

2.6 Pressure and temperature compensation
Where the composition of the gas mixture is known to be
nearly constant> pressure and temperature compensation is
often used instead of densitometers. The validity of the
results depends on the accuracy of the

bas~

density of

the mixture and the accuracy of the Z-factor, the

gas

. compressibility. If the base density is calculated rather
than measured the results will also depend on the analyser
accuracy.
As said earlier the world data base for the calculation
of density and Z-factor is not very well established.
Fig. 8 shows typical differencies between different
sources of ethylene data.

3.

Volume determination
The volume can be determined by static or dynamic methods.
In theory the static method is the easiest

and also

the most accurate. In practice the dynamic method is the
most accurate; when the necessary calibration.are done
correctly.
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Fig. 9 shows a tank filled with liquid. The volume of
the liquid is determined by the tank dimensions and the
level. The dimensions of the tank is influenced by the
temperature of the tank wall, nearly the same as the
temperature of the liquid along the wall, and also by the
static pressure of the liquid. In theory, therefore, one
must know the pressure and temperature at any point on
the tank

~-wall,

and also any sinking of the bottom due

to liquid pressure. Again in practice one have to go for
a compromise and just make a few temperature measurements
in the liquid.
The pressure influence is normally calculated when the '
tank volume is determined and the calibration tables are
worked out based on the pressure exerted by the liquid
normally_ stored in the tank and based on a reference
temperature. For atmospheric tanks the pressure correction
is ·normally too small to be accounted for if the density
of the liquid changes .slightly.
On the other hand the temperature correction is very

~-

· -,·

important. The tank itself changes dimensions and the density
of the liquid changes with temperature. The mass is the
volume x density, both measured at the same conditions.
Normally the tank volume table is referred to a standard
temperature (0° C, 15° C, 20° C), and the density of a
sample of the liquid is also referred to a standard
temperature. Since the tank and liquid have different
coefficients of expansion, both volume and density have
to be calculated at operating conditions.
The level of the liquid is normally measured by a tape,
manually or automatically. The reference point is in practice
the roof of the tank or the top of a standpipe fixed near
the bottom of the tank. The position of this reference point
is influenced by both the liquid temperature and the
vapour phase temperature, which could be quite different
especially on cooled tanks. The length of the tape itself
is influenced by the vapour temperature.
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Fig. 10 shows a typical temperature profile along the
vertical center axis of a spherical tank filled with
liquified gas. It is obvious that a large number of
temperature measurements are necessary to determine this
profile under conditions of varying leveL
With the temperature profile established, quite extensive
mathematics is necessary to establish the volume of the
sphere, the corrected level measurement and the average
densities of the liquiq and gas phase (horisontal
temperature gradients are not
taken into account).
Fig. 11 shows a method where the level and density
measu~ement 're comfuined. The differential pressure between
top and bottom of th~ tank represents the mass per unit
area and the only other parameter required is the tank
area. For a true cylindrical tank only th~ average
temperature is r.equired to establish the average area.
For spherical tanks both temperature profile and level
are required to calculate average volume and density based
on the differentical pressure method.
3.1 Ships tanks
Additional probl~m~ with ships tanks are caused by the
peculiar shapes necessary to contain the tanks efficiently
in the ships hull. It is also necessary to compe~sate for
trim and list variations, the ships vertical axis deviation
from vertical position due to uneven loading.

4.

Calibration of tanks

4.1 Strapping
Calibration of tanks is normally done by measuring the
dimensions of the tanks with a tape and calculate the
volume at a reference pressure and temperature. This method
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is used both on spherical and cylindrical tanks and
even on ships tanks of different shapes.
4.2 Volume comparison
Small tanks are calibrated by direct comparison with
other tanks of known volume. By

using small calibration

tanks and measuring the level after each filling," the
volume table can be established as a function of level.

4.3 Photogrammetric
Large tanks and in particular caverns can be calibrated
by photogrammetric methods. The method is basically the
same as used when making land maps from air photos. The
position of a large number of points on the wall are
determined by st _ereo· p~-~t9 __Il!.e~?:iod and the volume is
calculated by interpolation. This method is pnacticable
even on rough blasted rock surfaces.
4.4 Master meter
Tank volume tables can also be established by f i lling or
emptying the tank through a master meter. This method

also

requires accurate level and temperature measurements.

4.5 Level calibration
The reference of the tank level measurement is normally
at the bottom end of the stand pipe. This reference
position

is measu r ed when the tank itself is calibrated.

This reference is used only during manual dipping or
calibration of the automatic level gange. The practical
reference · for _the automatic level ganger is the top of the
stand pipe where it is mounted. For accurate measurements this position

should be temperaturecompensated.
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5.

Volume determination by meters
The most common meters for both liquid and gas are the
turbines and the positive displacement meter.
The only meter that measures true volumetric is the
positive displacement (pd-) meter. Fig. 13. This meter
passes a certain volume of liquid or gas per revolution.
The ac't ual vo.lume is affected by temperature and pressure
of the meter itself. There are als o corr ections to be made
due to leakages in or out of the defined volumes, but
the basic principle is a true vo lumetric measurement.
A typical calibration curve is sho wn is fig. 14. The pdmeter is sensitive to particles passing through. and it

.

can easily get stuck, thereby blocking t he line completely.
Large diameter pd-meters are very heavy and expensive,
especially high pressure versions.
· All

o t her meters measure flow vel ocity in on wa y or other.

The turbine is already mentioned. For accurate measurements
of large quantities of liquids its almost exclusively used.
Its a lot less mechanically complicated than the positive
displacement meter and the repeatability is approximately
the same, in the order of 0.01% for a good meter within
its no rmal operating range.
This repeatability is referred to constant conditions in
terms o f flow velocity and liquid properties, especially
the visc o sity.
Under conditons of varying viscosity the calibration factor
can vary with a few =·percent. These varia t ions · are
theoretically predictable, · and manu f actu r ers normally .
supply "typical" curves showing the viscosity dependance.
However, mashining tolerances are so critical that two

...

meters never gi v e identi c al curves, and thus every meter
needS calibrat io n.
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Fig. 15 shows ''typical" curves supplied by a manufacturer
and

fig~

16 shows actual curves for one of the meters from

the same manufacturer.
One of the biggest advantages of both positive displacment
meters and turbine meters

is the digital output. The

number of pulses are a direct representation of the number of
revolutions of the meter, and there is no need for a
trandsdu~er

that is inevitably introducing additional errors

in the metering system.
The pulse output is also well suited for the digital
electronics supplied t o do the necessary calculatio ns o f
mass flow.

6.

Calibration of meters for liquids

6.l'Master meter
The easiest method

of calibratio n is t o run the meter

against a master meter. As said befo re t here are a few
fa c tors affecting the calibration making it necessary t o
cons i der the calibration condit i ons very carefully. Ideally
the master meter should 1'ave been calibrated under exactly
the same conditions as the meter to be icalibrated . This
is of course impracticable, esp~~ial iy i f t h e master meter
is going to be used under a lot of various conditions.
Since the primary factor affecting the liquid meter, is
the vis c osit y ,the no rmal pro cedure is to calibrate the master
meter with di f fe r ent liqu i d s cove r i ng t he rang e of
viscosities.
6 . 2 Ta nk
Ca l ibration agai nst ·a c alib r a t ed tank is t he mo st c o rrunon
method for small meters. The volume of t he t an k should be
at least e qua l to the me ter t h ro u ghput in o n e mi n u t e t o
make s ure th at the · e~~o~s cau s e d b y stand i ng sta r t /s t op ~ a r e
smal l . Wit h t h i s method t h e meter can b e calibrat e d u nde r
normal r u nning condi tio n s .
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Larger meters can be calibrated off-line by the same
method. The reason for o ff-line calibration is that it
is not practical to move big calibration tanks around to
the meter installation.
Fig. 17 shows a calibration laboratory at Norsk Hydro in
Porsgrunn, intended for off-lihe calibration
at a throughput of up to 1000 m3 /h.

6.3 Mechanical displacement provers
Large meters are calibrated against moving pis to n /b all
meter provers. A typical ball prover is shown in fig. 18.
The volume between detekt ors 1 and 2 is determined t o an

~d~~t~YrQf 3~0~91 ?r better. The volume of the pipe should as
a minimum represent 10.000 pulses from the meter. under test,
1:200 of the hourly flow rate, and the velocity o f the
ball should not exceed 3 mjs.
These - requirement~ · lead to large size provers . 1 y pi cal
figures for a prover for 8 11 turbines are 20" diameter and
a length of 30 m between the detectors .
By this method -the meter i s calibrated under normal operating
conditions and where the accuracy is very important i.e.
in the North Sea the prov·ers are installed pe r manently so
that the meters can be

calibrated at arbitrary short

intervals .
The pressure and temperatur e control of the system i s
ju?t as important as when calibrating against a tank,
. only in this case it is much easier. With the prover
lagged the total length o f the calibrated volume have a
constant temperature equal to the liquid temperature .
Typical repeatability of the ball prover is in t he

o~de r

of 0.01%. The calibration of the prover itself is done by
th e water draw method. The prover is filled wi t h water

'•
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and when the ball is passing detector 1 the water is
routed to a calibration tank until the ball is passing
detector 2. The water in th~ tank is measured by volumetric
or gravimetric methods.
The piston prover works by the same principle as the ball
prover, but the use of a piston requires the proving pipe
to be one straight length.
A very short piston prover is shown i

fig. 19. This prover

does not co~ply with the requirement that the volume is
1:200 of the hourly flow rate or that the number of pulses
are minimum 10000. This is compensated by the fact that
detection of the position of the piston is accurate
enough to facilitate splitting of the pulses from t0e
meter. Fig. 20 shows the principle. Over the calibration
periode both the total travel time and the travel time for
a whole number of pulses is meas.sured. Then the nubmer. of
pulses corresponding to the calibrated volume, are calculated
to an accuracy of a few decimals.
A typical size of this prover for an 8 11 tiirbine is 18"
diameter and 2 m length of the cylinder.
CalibratioQof the prover is done by the same method as
with a ball prover.
The most critical part of this prover is the
the piston and the valve inside the piston.
7.

se~ling

of

Gas metering

7.1 Orifice plate
The most widely used meter for large gas quantities is
the orifice plate/differential pressure transducer. The
main reason for using the orifice plate is that there
is no absolute need for calibration. Laboratory calibration
shows that the meter factor can be calculated based solely
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on measurement of mechanical 9imensions and knowledge of
~he · physi~al·:.propert;ies of the gas .
One of the probl.e ms is, however, that different standards
give different results. Also even the latest ISO-standard
(ISO 5167-80). issued in 1980, differs as much as O. 4% from
some recent laboratory results. The standard itself gives
a tolerance of ~0.6 - o.8-% under specified conditions.
The requirements include very long straight lengths of
pipe, up to 88 pipe diameters, and eccentricity of orifice
installation less than 0.1 - 0.2% of the pipe diameter.
The last requirement is almost impossible to fulfill in
practice. Outside the limit an additional uncertainty
of ~0.3% applies.
The quadratic realtionship between flowrate and differential
pressure gives a range of only 1 :3 for each dip-transducer,
so that for larger ranges 2 o r more transducers in parallel
are required. On the other hand, since the massfl ow is
proportional to the square root of the density, a 1% error
in the density determination will give only 1 /2 % error
in the massflow.
The calibration fa c tor of an o rifice plate is very sensitive
to wear, deposits or deformation. It is also worth
mentioni ng that most of the fa ctors affecting the calibration,
tend to give low readings.
It is necessary to inspect the ori fice plate at frequent
intervals. If the pressure cannot be taken o ff the line
for this inspection, an orifice fitting similar to the o ne
shown in fig. 21 is used. With this type of installations
it is of course difficult to make sure the eccentricity
specification is fulfilled .
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7.2 Calibration
Even though one of the prime advantages ·of the orifice
measurement is the ability to calculate the calibration
factor, it is quite common to calibrate the orifice inst.alled
in its straight length of pipe. In this way one can avoid
any errors due to inaccuracy of the standard, mashining
tolerances or mechanical installation.
Such calibration is dependent on very accurate knowledge of
the properties of the calibration gas, especially if the
comparison is referred to a volumetric measurement, since
in the orifice calculation one needs the gas density.
The problem is reduced when calibrating against a sonic
nozzle. Fig. 22. The mass flowing .. th Pough the sqnic nozzle,
is mainly proportional to the square root of the gas density,
as is the case with the orifice plate, and the square root
of the inlet pressure.
The main advantages of the sonic nozzle is that there
is no need for a differential pressure measurement and
that it is by far less sensitive to mechanical wear than
the orifice. Main disadvantages is the pressure loss of
10 - 20% of line pressure.

7.3 Gas turbine meters
A typical custody transfer gas turbine meter is shown
in fig. 23. Typical calibration curves for atmospheric
air and high pressure gas (in this case 8 bar natural gas),
is shown in fig. 24. The repeatability is in the same order
as for the liquid turbine,:!: 0.01%. As . can be seen .from ·
these curves the linear range is approximately 1:20 on high
pressure gas.
The calibration shift from 8 bar to 60 bar

is very small.

Since we are in the same situation as with the liquid
turbine, that the mashining tolerances are very critical
every single turbine has to be calibrated.
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7.4 Calibration
Gas turbine meters are sensitiv to gas density rather
than viscosity. Therefore if the turbine cannot be
.calibrated under normal operating ~ondition, the gas
density should be as near normal as possible.
The only practical way of calibrating a large turbine
meter is comparison with a master meter or a sonic nozzle.
Fig. 23 shows in principle the stepwire procedure used to
calibrate a master meter at 60 bar referred to an
atmospheric bell prover. In this procedure it is essential
to know the PTZ·relations for the calibration gas. Ideally
the gas should be the same as the process gas under normal
operating conditions.
Gas meters are also calibrated with water, but this should
be regarded more as a function check than a real calibration.

7.5 Positive displacment meter
The Pd-meter is extensively used for small gas quantities
especially at or near atmospheric pressure. This reflects
the fact that the meter is very accurate, but that meters
for large··quantities and/or high pressure are very heavy
and expensive.
Repeatability figures

are in the same order as for the

turbine meter.

8 . . Vortex meter
Over the last few years there have been qu~te a development
of the Vortex meter, fig. 2 5. The meter consists of a .
straight pipe with a bluff body generating vortices in
the liquid or gas. The frequency of the vortex shedding
is proportional to flow velocity.
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Because of the mechanical simplicity of the meter the
calibration factor can be calculated, based on dimension
measurements. In the same way as with the orifice plate
the Reynolds number is the characterizing fluid property.
Therefore the vortex meter can be calibrated with water
even if it is going to be used for gas metering. Depending
on fluid properties the turndown ratio could be from 1:5
to 1:100.
Rounding of the corners of the bluff body is less critical
than rounding of the inlet of an orifice bore. The bluff
body is also normally very robust.
Pressure loss is about the same or less than for an orifice.
There are a lot of different ways of detecting the vortices
like mechanical deflection of the bluff body, _ pressure
transducers,termistors and ultrasound. Irrespective of
detector principle the pulses generated are not exactly
regular. This causes a problem during calibration because
. a : large number of pulses are required to average out the
irregularities.

9.

Ultrasonic flow meter
An ultrasonic flow meter is shown in fig. 25. An ultrasound pulse is transmitted through the fluid at an angle
to the pipe centerline. The difference in time required
to cross the pipe in both directions is a direct measure
of the flow velocity. It represents the average flow
velocity along the path of the ultrasoound pulse. This
means that the flow profile must be known for the
average flow velocity over the whole pipe area to be
calcuiated.
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At the sofistication level of todays electronics,

i1

the limiting factors on the accuracy is mainly related
to the mechanical part of the meter. The accuracy of
installation of the pulse transmitters and receivers are
very critical, especially on multipass meters. These meters
are intended to calculate

the flow profile based on

measurements along 2, 3 or 4 ultrasound paths.
The best results are of course obtained when the meter have
been calibrated. The long term stability is very good since
there is

vi~tually

no possibilities for mechanical changes

affecting the accuracy, except, corrosion or deposits.
The ultrasonic flow meter represents no pressure loss whereas
most of the other meters could require 100 kW in a large
metering station.

.•
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Fig. 21 Orifice inspection with
line pressurized.
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